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ON HP• MINIMAL AND HP-CLOSED SPACES 

By T. G. Raghavan* and I. L. Reilly• 

1. Introd uction 

For a given topological property G and a set X, the set G(X) of all top이。gles 

-on X which have property G is partially ordered by set inclusion. A space 

(X, Y) is ……imal G(maximal G) if Y is a • minimal (maximal) element in 
G(X). A topology Y ' on the set X is finer than a topology Y if Y'그Y， 

and Y is said to be coarser than Y'. ;Parhomenko [8] introduced the notion 

of minimal spaces when he showed that compact Hausdorff spaces are minimal 
Hausdorff. This result, together with that of Hewitt [5] that compact 

Hausdorff spaces are maximal compact, has led to a great deal of topological 

activity. The reader is referred to the surveys of Berri, Porter and Stephenson [2] 

and Larson and Andima [6J. The term P-space was introduced as an abbreviation 
for pseudodiscrete space by Gillman 없d Henriksen [4] to mean a completely 

regular Hausdorff space X on which every continuous real-valued function is 
constant on some neighbourhood of each point of X. Their interest in P-spaces 

was from the point of view of the ring C(X) of continuous real-valued 

functions on X. ln a P-space the intersection of countably many open sets is 

again an open se t. We take this condition to be the delinition 01 such spaces 

Thus by a P-space we mean a topological space in which every G. set is open. 

Misra [7] has considered some of the topological properties of such spaces, 
although he required T , separation as part of his definition and we do not. 

Misra’ s P-spaces coincide with quasi -P-spaces of Cameron [3], who uses the 

term P- space to mean a completely regular T
j 

topological space in which 

every Gò set is open. Our a ttention was drawn to P-spaces when we noticed 

that a Lindelof Hausdorff P-space is maximal Lindelof and minimal Hausdorff 
• P. This result is given by both Cameron [3, Theorem 7.6] and Misra [7, 

Proposition 4.2 (f) ] . In a sense this paper can be regarded as a continuation 
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of the last four sections of Cameron’ s paper. The notations and definition5' 

we use are standard with the convention that no separat ion ax ioms wjll be 

assumed unless expl icitly stated. The closure of a set A w ith respect to the 
topology ..'7 is denoted ..'7 cl A , the interior of A with respect to ..'7 is ..'7 int 
11, the complement of A in X is X- A, and the relative topology of the set 

11 with respect to the topology ..'7 is ..'7/ 11. ln section 2 we provide some 

basic results for these classes of spaces. Section 3 gives co-space character
izations, and section 4 presents two miscellaneous results. ln [9] , we CQn

sidered projective and inject ive objects in the category of HP-closed spaces 

2. Hausdorff p-closed and minimal hausdorff p-spaces 

Cameron [3] has considered many properties 01 these classes 01 spaces. In 

th is section we introduce our terms and notations and prove a few new 

results. Henceforth we shall denote a Haus(brfl P-space as an HP-space. lf 

the HP-space (X, ..'7) is closed in any imbedding of X into an HP-space we 

say that X is HP-closed. Cameron uses the term L-closed for this notion , but 

we prefer to retain the close analogy with H-closed spaces . If 'G" is a fami ly 

of .subsets of a topological space (X, ..'7), then 'G" is called an almost cover 01 

X if the collection of closures of members 01 'G" covers X. 'G" is said to have 

an almost subcover W' of X if W'c'tf' and W' is an al most cove r in its 。、vn

right 

As we have already observed the following result is due to Cameron :3, 
Theorem 7. 6] 

THEOREM 2. 1. A Lindelo/ HP-space is maximal Lindelo/ and minimal /-fP 

Cameron has shown that a maximal Lindelof space need not be Hausdorff 

[3, Example 7. 3] but is a P-space [3, Theorem 7.4 ], that a minimal HP-space 

need not be Lindelof [3, Example 9.1 ] , and that a Linde lof HP-space need 

not be minimal Hausdorff nor 'minimal P [3, Examples 7.4 and 7.5; . The 

following example shows tha t the classes of /-f-closed and /-fP-closed spaces 

are distinct. 

EXAMPLE 2. 2. Let X= [1, ω] where ω is the first countably infinite ordinal 

Let ..'7 be the discrete topology on X, and let (X, ..'7’ ) be the one-point 
compactification of the discrete subspace [1, 이. Then (X, ..'7') is compact 
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Hausdorff and hence H-c1osed. But it is not HP-c1osed for it is not a P-space 

On the other hand, (X, .5') is a Lindelof HP-space and hence HP- c1osed (see 

Theorem 2. 3 (i i i) be low). However, (X , .5') is not 타c1osed ， for thi s together 

w ith the regul arity of (X, .5') would imply compactness of (X, .5') 

、Ne say that a fil ter (base) is a a-filter (base) if the fi lter (generated by 

the f il terbase) is c10sed under countable intersect ions. The following result is 

g iven by Cameron [3, page 244 (c) j . 

THEOREM 2.3. Let (X, .5') be an 1-JP-space. The f ollowing are equivalent. 

(i) (X, .5') is HP-c/osed 

(“ ) Eνery open (]- filterbase on (X, ...7) has an adherent point. 

(i ii) Eνery open coψ er of (X, .5') has a countable al끼ost s얘cover. 

This resul t can be used to show that the continuous image of an HP-closed 

space is HP-closed, and also that if (X, .5') is HP-closed, and Gε.5' then 

.5' clG is 1-JP-c1osed 

THEOREM 2.4. lf (X , ‘.9') is 1-JP-c/osed there is a toPlogy .5'’ α'2 X coarser 

t han .5' such that (X, .5") is minimal fJP.‘ Furthennore, ;f (X, ...7) is Urysohn 

then (X, ‘ .9") is regular . 

PROOF. Let .9l'= IX- .5'clG: GE.5'J ‘ Then ‘'iJ is a base for a topolog)' .5" 

on X, such that (X, .5") is an 1-JP-space. Furthermore , (X, .5") is HP-closed 

since the in:lentity i : (X, .5') • (X , .5") is cont inuous. Jt is easily verified 

that (χ， ...71
) is minimal- HP 

Now suppose ( X , .5') is Urysohn, and let x E AE .5". There is a GE .5' such 

that xEX- .5'clGCA. For each point yE.5'c1G there are .5' open sets Uy and 

V .. such that xEU", yEV" and (.5'c1 U.,) n (.5'clV.,) =1'1. Thus IV" n .5'clG : yE y 

.5'cJGJ is an open cover of .5'clG which is HP-closed. So there is a countable 

set of points in .5' cJG, {깐 : iENJ , such that .5'cJGε.5'cJ [U IVy
‘ 
: iENI]. Now 

let F=n {ι εN} Then we have that 1;gFc X U {3cl Vyr tEJV} ζX- .5'cJG 

ζA and F is .5" closed. Thus (X, .5") is reg비ar 

REMARKS 2. 5. The topology ‘?’ of the previous theorem is called the 

semi-regular ;zat;Oll of ..7 and usually denoted by .:T s‘ If (X, .5') is a topological 

space such that .5'=.5'" it is called se씨;.regular . We observe that if (X, .5') 

lS a P-space, so if (X, J?s) . 

The first th ree condi t ions in the next result have been shown to be 
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e quivalent by Cameron [3, Theorem 9.21. The proof of the equivalence of 

the first and the fourth conditions is straightfor꺼 ard. 

THEOREM 2.6. For an HP~sþace (X, .7) the followiη'g are equivalent. 

(i) (X, .7) is minimal-HP. 

(μ) (X, .7) is HP-closed and semi'regular. 

(ii i) Every φen (J-filter base on (X, ...7) with a unique adherent point coηψerges. 

(iv) Every one-to-one continuous map from (X, ...7) to an HP-ψace tS an em-

hedding. 

COROLLARY 2. 7. If a minimal HP~sþace is Urysohn theπ it is Lindelof. 

PROOF. Follows from Theorems 2.6, 2.4 and 2.3 (iii) and the ' observation 

。f Cameron [3, p.244(d)1. 

We now describe an example we shall need in the sequel. 

EXAMPLE 2.8 . Let A = [2,’ Q,), Bj = [2b' Qb)' Cj=[2" Q,), B= BjxBj' C= 

Cj x Cj, and X= (O, Il UAUBUC. Let Xa, X
b

' x , denote three points having 

t he same ordinal X with x.EA, x ,EB" x.EC" and let P be a countable ’ h"- ..... I' .... c 

subset of Bj and Q a countable subset of Cj' We now define subsets of X as 

follows 

B(P, xb) = (xbl X (Bj-P) 

C(Q , x , ) = (x,l X (Cj - Q) 

V(P, Q, xa) = (x, l UB(P, xb) UC(Q, x ,) 
V(P, 이 = (0I U [(Bj - P)XBj1 

V(Q , 1) = (l l U [(Cj - Q) xCj1 

Vve now define a topology .7 on X as follows 

(i) If þEBUC then (Þlε.7 . 

(ii) The .7 open neighbourhoods of Xa, 0 and 1 are the families {V(P, Q, 
Xa) } , { V(P, 0) } and { V(Q, l) } respectnely where P and Q are arbltrary 

<:ountable subsets of Bj and C j respectively. 

(X , .7) is an HP-space. To show that it is minimal HP, we show that if is 

HP-closed and semi.regular. To prove that (X, .7) is IiP 미osed \ve use Theorem 

2.3 (iii). If 'i? is an open cover of (X, .7), there are sets Vo and V
j 

in 'i? 

such that 0εVo= V(Po' 0) and lEVj= V(Q j' 1). Let Ko= (Xa : XbεPo l ， K j = 

(X. : X εQ ， l and K= K. UK ,. We form three countable subcollections f rom L. --O~--l 

'i? Let 'i? j= (V(Po' Qj’ x ,) : xaEKl , 'i?2= ( {xbl X Po : x,EKI and 'i?3=( (x ) X 
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Q:xaEK). If Z= Vo UVjU {v: VE'il"'μ i = l , 2, 3) then Z=(X- A)UK=X

(A - K). Moreover, if xEA - K then xEY c1 Z, so that 'il"' èas a countable 

alrr.ost sutcover and (X, Y) is HP-closed. To ,how that (X, ‘ ::T) is ~emil'egular， 

consider some neighbourhood V(Po' 이 of O. Let M= (xaEA: XbEBj-Po l. 

Then V(Po' 이 n v(p, Q, xa)of4 for xaEM. Thus MζYclV(PO' 0). Indeed, 
‘5'"clV(Po' 이 =MU V(Po' 0). Furthermore, Yint(YclV(Po' 0)) = V(Po' 이 as 

each pαnt of M is a boundary point of V(Po' 0) . Thus every Y neighl:ourhood 

。f 0 (and similarJy of 1) is regular.open. If pεBUC then ‘5'"cl {꺼 =(P)EY • 

. Clearly, Y clV(P, Q, x) =V(P, Q, x). Hence (X, ι7) is semi.regular. 

3. Co-space characterÎzations 

The notion of co-topology was intrcduced by de Groot ]1] , and applied to 

the study of minimal topological spaces èy ~trecker and Viglino [10, 11, 12]. 

Vle restrict our discm:sion here to P-spaces and their co-spaces. Our definition 

。f cospace is slightly different from the definition given by de Groot. Let 

9 be a [ase for the topological space (X, Y). The coarsest P-space topology 

on X generated by a11 æts of the form (X-YclU: C.;E@) is ca11ed the co

topolcgy oJ Y wilh respect 10 @, and is denoted Y(@). So by definition, 

our co-topologies are P-sl'aces. If a co-topology ‘5'" (@) has the topological 
property G then (X, Y ) is said to be co-G. If e、 ery co-space of (X, Y) 

satisfies the property G, then (X, Y) is ca11ed totally co-G 

THEOREM 3. l. 1J (X, Y (@)) is LindeloJ, then eury (f - Jilter base ccnsisting 

‘,J element oJ @ has an adherent point. 

PROOF. Suppose Y (@) is Lindelof and that .:? is a (f- filter base such that 

gζ@ and ad(.:?) =ç>. Then (X - Y clF ’ FE.:?) is a Y (@) open co、 er of 

X , so it has a countable subcover {X- YclFi : iEN). Thus U {X- Ycl Fi : 

iEN} = X implies n {Ycl Fi : iEN} =1> so that n 떠 : i E N} =ç>, which ccntradicts 

t he fact that .:? is a (f- filter base. Hence ad(.:?) ;얘， as required. 

COROLLARY 3.2. Every totally co • LindeloJ HP-space is HP-closed. 

THEOREM 3. 3. The Jollcwing are equivalent Jor aη HP- space (X, Y) . 

(i) (X, Y) is HP-closed. 

(η) (X, Y) is totally co-G Jor aη'y property G such that minimαI-HP=，?G=，?Hp 

(i ii) All the co-spaces oJ (X, ‘5'") are homeomorphic 
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PROOF. (i) implies (ii). Suppose (X, 3') is HP-c1osed ‘ Let there be a non

Hausdorff co-topology 3' (@) (which is a P-space , by definition) ‘ Clearly 

there exist poìnts þ, qεX such that every 3' (@) -neighbourhood of p meets 

every 3' (@) - neighbourhood of q. Now for xEX - {p , q} there are sets 안， 

U, _, U,., _E.9Jf such that xEU_1 P드U， . n (X- c1 (U.U U, J) and qEU, 띠 (X- c1 ,x' -Z, X -- . - -. ---x' ~ --l ,x' -- ' -X~ -:t, x ι，‘ 

(U"x UU.)). Write Wx = (X- c1(U2 ， x U Ux)) n (X- c1 (Ul， xU 와)). Now {W.l x X

ψ， q}} is a non-empty collection of nonempty open sets with the property 

that every countable 5ubfamily has a non-empty intersect ion so that this 

famil y generates an open (J- filterba5e ff , with empty adherence. (Here if X 

is countable then (X, 3') is discrete 50 that (X, 3' (‘;$)) is al 50 discrete for 

any base and in th is case a150, the space is totally co-l-lP) ‘ Thus if (X, 3') 

is j-jP-c1osed , then it is totally co- HP. Also the co-topology 3' (3') = 3', is 

miaimal -I-lP by Theorem 2.4. lf ιii! is a base for 3', then ‘ii!c 3' so that 

3' (@)ζ3' (3'). Since &7(&7) is HP, 3'(@) = 3'(3') for all co-topologies 

3' (&7) . Thus (X, 3') is totally co-minimal-I-lP. 

(ii ) implie s (i). If (X, 3') is not I-lP-c1 osed there is an open (J-filterbase 

ff on (X, 3') with empty adherence. Thu5 {X-3'c1F: EJí끽 is an open 

cover of X. Then &7 = {W n (X- 3'c1F) : Fεff， WE3'} is a base for 3', so 

that 3' (@) i5 HP. Hence for dist inct points x an :l y in X there are disjoint 

y (@) open sets Vx and Vy containing x and y respectively. So Vx =x ‘Y clV
j 

an :l V .. = X - 3'c1 V ,’ where v,=w, n (X- 3'c1 F•) and v, = W , n (X- 3'c1F) y 2' .. ]"'-- ---l ' 22' " 2 
Since vx n Vy = <P we have tha t X二 3'c1 Vj n 3'c1 V2ζ3'c1 (X-3'c1Fj ) n 3'c1 (X-

3'c1FJ C( X - 3' intF,) 니 (X- 3' intFJ as 3'cl (X- 3'c1F)c 3'c1 (X- F)=X- 3' intF, 
2 

Thu5X二 (X- Fj ) U (X-F,J since Fj and F, are 3' open. Hence Fj n F2 = rþ whicl1 

contraclicts be ing a filterbase 

(i) implies (iii). The above argument 5hows that if (X, 3') is HP-c1osed, 
3' (&7) =3' (3') 50 that all co-spaces are homeormophic 

(iii ) implies (i). If all co-spaces are h omeomorphic all the co.spaces are 

HP, 50 that the space is to tally co- HP and hence HP- c1osed 

THEORD !l 3.4. The /ollowing are equivalent /or an HP space (X, 3') 

(i) (X, 3') is HP-c/osed and Urysohn. 

(i i) (X, 3') is /-jP and every IJ 기lter base generated by sets 0/ the /orm {3'c1G: 

GE3'} has aη adherent point ‘ 

(iii) (X, 3') is Urysohn P aηd all the co-sþaces 0/ (X, 3') are homeomorphic 

(α ) (X, 3') is totally co-G /or any þroþerty G sμch that Liηdelo/ HP수G:，? 
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Urysohn P. 

(v) (X, .3'" ) is comPletely Hausdorff and HP-ciosed. 

(ω) (X, ..7) is HP-closed and for each pair 0/ disjoint HP- closed subset s Al aηd 

N in (X, .:7) there is a continuous /unctioπ f : (X , .3'") • [0, 1] such that f( M) = 1 

and f( N) =0. 

PROOF. (i) and (iii ) a re equivalent by the previous theorem. 

(i) implies (iv) . By Theorem 2.4 the co• topology .3'" (.3'") is minima H -JP and 

regular, and therfore Urysohn. Thus, by Corollary 2. 7, .3'" (.3'") is Lindelof. 
Hence, by (iii) , all co-topologies a re Lindelof HP 

(iv) implies (i). (X , .3'") is totall y co-Urysohn P , so, in partic비ar .3'" (.3'") 

is Urysohn , which implies that .3'" is Urysohn. If (X , .3'") is totall y co 

Urysohn P it is total !y co-HP, and hence by Theorem 3.3 i t is HP-cJ05ed 

(i) impJies (ii) . As before, ‘.7 (.3'") is Linde!of HP, 50 that (ii ) ho!ds by 
Theorem 3. 1. 

(ii) imp!ies (i) is c1ear from Theorem 2.3. 

(i) imp!ies (vi) . lf A is J-lP-c!osed in (X , .3'") then it is cJosed in (X, .3'"(.3'")) 

As before .3'" (.3'") is Linde!of HP and therefore 지 Thus M and N are 

disjoint cJosed subsets of (X, .3'" (.3'")) , so tha t normality gives di sjoint .3'"(.3'") 

open sets U and V with λ仁U and Nc V. Since .3'"(.3'") c .3'", U, j!ε.3'" so that 

a Urysohn Lemma type argument g ives the resu! t. 

That (vi) imp!ies (v) , and (v) imp!ies (i) are cJ ear. 

THEOREM 3. 5. The followiη:g are equivalent /or an HP-space (X, ...9') 

(i) (X, .3'") is minimal-HP 

(i i) (X, .3'") is HP-closed and .3'" = .3'" (&7) f or some base &7 of .3'". 

(i ii) (X, ..7 ) is totally co-minimal-J-lP and semi-regular ‘ 

(iv) .3'"=.3'" (&7) fo r every co-topology .3'" (&7) . 

PROOF‘ (i) implies (ii) . Jf (X, .3'") is minima! -J-IP, then Theorem 2. 6 imp!ies 

It IS flP closed and semrregular Thus f=J?s=J?(3). 

(ii) imp!ies (i) . If .3'" =.3'" (&7) for some base &7 of .3'" , then .3'" (&7) c .3'" (.3'") 

imp!ies .3'"=.3'" (.3'") = .3'",’ so that (X, .3'") is semi-reg비ar. But (X, .3'") is 

HP-cJosed so by Theorem 2. 6 it is minima! -HP 

(i) and (iii) are equiva!ent by Theorem 3.3 (i) and (iv) and Theorem 2. 6‘ 

(i) implies (iv). If (X, .3'") is minima! -HP it is HP-cJosed, and hence by 

Theorem 3.3, it is totally co- HP. Thus .3'" (&7) is HP for every co-topology 
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.Y (9') of .Y. But .Y (9' ) C .Y contradicts the minimal -HP property of (X, 

.Y) unless .Y (9') =.Y. 

(iv) implies (i). If .Y=.Y (9' ) for every co.topology, then (X, .Y) is totall)' 

co-HP and hence HP-c1osed by Theorem 3.3. Morever, .y =.Y (‘7) =.Y, s。

that (X, .Y) is semi.regular, and thus it is minimal- I-lP by Theorem 2.6. 

Now, we give an example of a non- Lindelof space which is HP-closed and 
Urysohn. 

EXAMPLE 3.6. Consider the space X of Example 2.8. Let Y = (이 UA UB. If 

、7 is as defined in Example 2.8, then (Y, .Y(Y)) is a Urysohn HP-c1osed 

.space which is not Lindelof. 

4. Two misce lIaneous results 

THEOREM 4. 1. If (χ .Y) is minimal T ,P then X is .y -Lindelof. 

PROOF. Suppose the space is not LindeloL Consider a lT-filter base .fT of 

c10sed sets with empty intersection. Let x be some fixed point in X. Define 
3 ’ on X as follows. U'ε.Y' if x èÇUE.Y or UIε.Y' if xEUE.Y and FIζU for 
some Fε.fT. Clearly .Y' defines an HP-space on X which is normal and 

'y 'C.Y 

The notion of a one.point Lindelof extension of locally Lindelof HP spaces 

was discussed by Cameron in [3] . This notion is used to prove the following 

theorem. 

THEOREM 4.2. ln the class of all HP topologies 011 X, a 1，μinimal locally Lin<klof 

HP topology is Lin‘ielof. 

PROOF. Let X+ = XU (P), where (X, .Y) is a minimal locally Lindelof HP

space, be the one.point Lindelof extension as given by Cameron in [3] , 
supposing X is not Lindelof. Let 57 be the filter base of open neighbourhoods 

{)f p in (X+, .Y+) . Let ξ’= (G n XIGE57). Let a be a fixed point in X. 

Define .y‘ 。n X such tha t UE.Y‘, if aèÇUE.Y or U'ε.Y *， if U= VU W, 

aEWE.Y and VE57' . Clearly .y‘ is a Lindelof HP topology on X such that 
.Y* is a proper subset of .Y. 
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